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If you want to increase your home’s safety in Arizona, you need to think about your house

windows. Even though the proper windows can help you reduce your utility bills and

increase the amount of natural light in your home, they can also act as a port of entry for

burglars. The good news is that there are ways that you can improve the security of your

windows with a few simple tips.

Install Plenty of Lighting

First, make sure that you install plenty of lighting. Burglars do not want to be seen or

heard. Therefore, adding extra lighting around the windows is one of the best ways to

make your home less inviting to potential criminals. Add pathway lights, lights around the

windows, and even consider adding lights you can control remotely to make it look like

someone is home.

Check the Locks Regularly

Window technology improves over time. Burglars are working hard to keep up. Therefore,

you must stay one step ahead of them. Make sure that you re-examine the locking

mechanism of your windows regularly. They can wear down over time and might need

replacement. Furthermore, it is also a good idea to upgrade the locks from time to time

with some new window locking mechanisms.

Install Security Cameras Nearby
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One of the top tips that you should follow is to make sure that you install security cameras

nearby. Even though some people hesitate to install these cameras, many people already

have doorbell cameras. Therefore, criminals are already starting to use the windows more

often. Make sure to protect these as well with appropriately-positioned security cameras.

Install Window Break Sensors

Today, there are window break sensors that will alert you immediately if someone breaks

into your home. This is a simple way that you can improve the security of your home. A

window break sensor uses a magnet and a switch attached to the inside of the window

frame and pane. If the window opens unexpectedly or is broken, a signal will be sent to

the alarm panel, causing it to go off.

Add Security Film

Finally, think about adding some window security film to your windows as well. In

addition to improving the aesthetics of your windows, this will also make them harder to

break. Security films are made out of numerous layers of polyester film. They have been

layered together to increase the thickness of the barrier, making it harder to break. There

are plenty of options available for security film, allowing you to tailor it to your liking.

Contact Energy Shield Window and Door Today!

If you are looking for home window replacement services, rely on the Energy shield

Window and Door team. We can provide you with exceptional replacement windows that

will improve the safety and security of your home and everyone who lives inside of it. For

the best window company in the area, count on our services! Contact us today to learn

more about upgrading your house windows!
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